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Big vote
for island
hotel pact

Seek one
dock pact
in Alaska

HONOLULU — Some 7,000 Local 142
members employed at 14 Neighbor Island
hotels ratified a new, 33-month contract
by a nearly unanimous vote last month.
The contract was approved by the local
negotiating committee September 3.
The contract provides for wage increases of 4% retroactive to last March and 5%
on September 1 and future hikes of 7%
next July and 8% in March 1983.
Hourly wages have ranged from $4.08
to $8.89 for employees who don't receive
tips and from $3.34 to $7.94 for those who
do receive tips.
The ILWU contract covers employees
at the King Kamehameha, Kilauea Volcano House, Kona Surf and Sheraton Waiakea hotels on the Big Island.
Maui hotels in the pact are the Hyatt
Regency, Kapalua Bay, Kaanapali Beach,
Maui Surf, Royal Lahaina and Wailea
Beach. The contract covers the Kauai
Surf and Islander hotels on Kauai.
Negotiating spokesman was ILWU Regional Director Tommy Trask.

KETCHIKAN — Twenty - five delegates
from 14 Alaskan ports met here in the
Local 62 Hall September 10 in a four-day
caucus to formulate contract proposals.
"It makes no sense for ILWU to have
more than one contract in Alaska," said
Regional Director G. Johnny Parks, who
served as chairman of the negotiating
committee which met with the employers
September 14.
Present at the caucus were longshoremen from Ketchikan, Seward, Cordova,
Juneau, Sitka, Wrangell, Petersburg,
Haines, Klawock and Metlakatla, as well as
from Homer, Valdez, Kenai and Kodiak,
where longshoremen are members of the
Inlandboatmen's Union, Marine Division
of ILWU.

Local 142 convention
HONOLULU — Close to 700 delegates,
representing over 200 ILWU Local 142
units located on all islands — from Kona
on the Big Island to Kekaha on Kauai —
attended the union's 15th Biennial Convention, held September 21-25 at Waikiki's
Ilikai Hotel.
President Carl Damaso, a fighter for
labor's cause since 1934, presided over the
week-long session — his final — and delivered his last "state of the union" address. He retires December 31, after serv-Continued on Page
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'We are not alone
'Up to here' with Reaganomics, hundreds
of thousands of demonstrators, representing
virtually every American union and hundreds of allied community organizations,
joined in massive demonstrations for jobs
and justice on September 19, Solidarity Day.
In Washington,DC,a massive crowd -- estimated at 400,000 -- held the largest protest
march ever staged in this country by organized labor and its allies, and perhaps the
largest of any kind ever held in the na—Continued on page 6
tion's capital.

—Continued on Page 4

Dock comp alert
WASHINGTON, DC — A Senate Labor
Subcommittee will meet October 28 to begin consideration of S. 1182, the bill which
would cut the heart out of the Longshore
and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.
The bill, supported by the Reagan administration and a powerful insurance
lobby, would sharply reduce benefits, deny
injured workers choice of doctor and exclude many dockworkers from coverage
under the provisions of the Act.
Write letters! ILWU Washington Representative Mike Lewis urges that letters
be sent opposing the bill to the following
members of the committee: Robert Stafford (R-Vt.), Don Riegle (D-Mich.), Edward Kennedy ID-Mass.), and Jennings
Randolph (D-W. Va.)
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Short
Stuff
Don't give up
According to a report issued by a top
union buster, re-run elections are becoming an increasing source for union
representation gains in NLRB elections.
The consultant studied 2200 NLRB elections during the 1970-1980 period. His
findings indicate that there has been a
terrific increase in both the number of
second and third elections held and success rate for the unions involved.
He finds that 21% of all NLRB elections in fiscal 1980 were second elections and another 8% were third elections in the same facility. Ten years
earlier, the same figures were 6% for
second elections. While the overall union win percentage was a shade over
45%, union win percentage in second
elections was 61% and third elections
82%.

Scholarship benefit
A gala Western-Fiesta Fundraiser to
benefit the Robert M. Saucedo Labor
Studies Scholarship, will be held at
ILWU Local 10 headquarters, October
17, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is
$3 per person.
The scholarship fund was established
in memory of Sauced°, a graduate of
the first UC Labor and Urban Studies
Program. He later became a BA for
Graphic Arts Local 3B, a tireless volunteer on behalf of the Farm Workers, and
an active member of area labor councils.
Scholarships are awarded to Labor
and Urban Studies trainees, who are
active in union and community affairs.
One will be awarded to a student at the
Merritt College labor studies program,
another to a student at San Francisco
City College, a third to a student at San
Jose City College, and the final scholarship to a student at SF State. For further information, call (415) 781-5573.

Two corrections
In a caption of the September issue
of The Dispatcher we identified Nate
DiBiasi, Local 13, as president of the
Northern California District Council.
That position is actually held by Luisa
Gratz, Local 26. DiBiasi is legislative
representative.
On another caption, on page 6 we
identified a Local 40 member on a
PATCO picket line as Bill McCormack.
In fact, it was Gary Caudill, although
McCormack was also on the line.

Women workers' school
The Pacific Northwest Labor College
is sponsoring a weekend School for
Women Workers October 23, 24, 25 at
the Retail Clerks Hall, 915 N.E. Davis,
in Marylhurst, Oregon. The school is
for women and men who are interested
in the specific concerns of women workers. There will be speakers, movies and
workshops on organizing, occupational
health and safety, sexual harassment,
and other topics. Tuition is $15. Child
care provided with pre - registration.
Call PNLC at (503) 245-1315.

Help uncover dump sites
The California Department of Health
Services is trying to locate sites where
hazardous materials were handled or
disposed of. It is particularly interested
in disposal sites for pesticides, petrochemicals, lead and heavy metals, electrical transformers, paint and other
coatings, poisons of all types, dry cleaning wastes and solvents. If any ILWU
member has information that might
help the department to locate such sites
in the San Francisco Bay Area, or if
you would like more information, contact: Abandoned Site Project, State Department of Health Services, 1625 Shattuck Avenue, #209, Berkeley, CA 94704.
(415) 540-3005.
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Political action
If Solidarity Day, as successful as it was, is going to be remembered as anything more than a nice day in the sun, we
are going to have to quickly get down to the business of regaining some of the ground we have lost in recent years. Solidarity
Day was a moving demonstration of the muscle that could be
exerted by a genuine coalition of labor and its community allies. But it was only a demonstration. Now it's time to put our
money on the table.
VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS
Delegates to the ILWU's 24th Biennial International Convention authorized the establishment of an ILWU Political Action
Fund made up of the voluntary contribution of $1 per member
per year, to be used for "political education, voter registration,
legislative activities, contributions to candidates for public
office, and other such purposes
consistent with the goals of the
International."
The Convention acted in the
understanding that if we are to
successfully defend the social
legislation which has so dramatically improved the lives of
working people over the last 50
years, and if we want to retain
in office or encourage the candidacies of leaders who share our
goals, that we have no choice but to jump into the political
arena, messy as it may be, with both feet.
I'm not suggesting that we can come anywhere near matching the financial resources of the corporate political action
committees, who spent tens of millions to bring Ronald Reagan
and his supporters into power in 1980. On the contrary, the
political strength of the labor movement, and of the ILWU in
particular, has always resided in the energy and commitment
of the membership, and their participation in the political life
of their communities.
NO LONGER ENOUGH
But that's just not enough any more. As the costs of running
campaigns mount astronomically, only those candidates who
can raise a substantial war chest can even hope to attain political office. I wish it weren't so. I don't think that the founders
of this republic had in mind that leadership would fall to those
candidates with the most dough. But that is, for better or
worse, where it's at. And unless we can muster whatever resources we can, and join with the rest of the labor movement

in supporting those candidates who will act on our behalf, we
will be left in the dust.
THE REAGAN PROGRAM
There's nothing magic about how it works. With a working
majority in the Senate and with the House Democrats apparently under control, the administration has massacred whatever
was left of the social programs of the 1960s, and is moving
quickly to undo the basic framework laid down during the thirties. The list is immense it ranges from the broad-brush, large
scale callousness implicit in the undermining of OSHA, to the
heartlessly trivial substitution of ketchup for vegetables in the
federal school lunch program. Programs of utmost importance
to our members, like the Longshore and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, social security and medicare are seriously
threatened. Any elected representative who dares speak up in
opposition to this brutal assault
is likely to be fingered by the hit
men of the new right, and find
his or her district flooded with
opposition money come the next
campaign.
With a few dollars to spend in
the right places, and in conjunction with unions and community
groups sharing our perspective,
I believe that we can defend ourselves from these attacks. President Reagan's program is rapidly coming unglued. More and
more of those who voted for President Reagan and his crowd
in 1980 because they simply wanted a change are realizing
that they have been taken for a ride.
The contradictions of Reaganomics are obvious, and the
chickens are coming home to roost. The Administration can't
simultaneously cut taxes, reduce spending on social programs,
dramatically increase military spending, and balance the federal budget. It just won't work without disastrous effects on
people and the economy. No better proof of this is offered than
by the precipitous drop in the stock market and astronomical
interest rates. The very people who are most responsible for
putting the President in office are now unwilling to invest their
money under the economic conditions he is responsible for
creating.
Against this backdrop, your support of the ILWU Political
Action Fund is a solid investment in your future and that of
your children. While the amount we are requesting is extremely
small, it can be judiciously used to have the maximum effect.
I strongly urge every member of this union—active and retired ,
—to make this contribution as soon as possible.

Reagan budget cuts in effect Oct. 1
The pain began October 1. On that date,
the fiscal 1982 budget cuts took effect.
As passed in July, the budget slashed
some $36 billion from nonmilitary spending. Now Reagan may cut an additional
$1546 billion from the 1982 nonmilitary
budget in order to achieve his stated goal
of a balanced budget in 1984. Upwards
of $75 billion may be cut from nonmilitary
spending in 1983 and 1984.
The 1982 budget cuts as passed in July
include:
JOBS
Public service jobs: $3.805 billion in cuts.
The Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) will be abolished,
affecting some 300,000 current CETA jobholders. Furthermore, job-training programs for adults and youths will be cut
back.
Unemployment benefits: $1.488 billion
in cuts. The biggest saving comes through
cutting the 13 weeks of additional benefits
for those who are unemployed beyond 26
weeks.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Social Security minimum benefits: $576
million in cuts. The minimum benefits of
$122 a month will end in February for
some 3 million people.
Social Security student benefits: $567
million. Starting next year, post - high
school students who are dependents of
SOCIAL WELFARE
Social Security recipients will not receive
Medicaid: $914 million in cuts. The re'benefits.
Social Security disability benefits: $87 duced federal payments, in turn, will force
million in cuts. The cuts affect those who states to tighten their programs.
Medicare: $1.5 billion in cuts. As a rereceive Social Security when disability
sult, elderly patients will be forced to
prevents them from working.
TRANSPORTATION
Amtrak: $271 million in cuts. The cuts
will come through a 15% drop in the num7fte"INSATCHEllt
ber of national routes in Amtrak.
Mass transit: $198 million in cuts. Over Published monthly at 1188 Franklin St., San Franthe long term, an estimated $1.3 billion cisco, Calif. 94109. Second class postage paid at San
cut in federal subsidies will affect subway Francisco. Subscription ;2.50 per year.
JIM HERMAN
CURT McCLAIN
and other mass transit riders across the
President
Secretary-Treasurer
country.
RUDY RUBIO
GEORGE MARTIN
Vice President
Vice President
EDUCATION AND ARTS
Assistant to the President Director of Organization
Student assistance: $381 million in cuts.
DANIEL BEAGLE
The cuts will come from tighter restricEditor
tions on student loans and the dropping
BARRY SILVERMAN
Research Director
of programs such as Title XX,

pay a larger share of their doctor and
hospital bills.
Welfare: $1.158 billion. Under the new
rules, 400,000 of the 3.6 million families
receiving Aid to Families with Dependent
Children will become ineligible, and 258,000
more will have their benefits reduced.
Food stamps: $2.6 billion in cuts. The
cuts will be effected through tighter eligibility for the 22 million people receiving
food stamps. Striking workers, among
others, will no longer qualify for food
stamps.
Child nutrition: $1.457 billion in cuts
largely through trimming subsidized school
lunches and free milk programs.
Housing: Low-income people will vie for
153,000 subsidized housing units next year,
down from the 260,000 recommended in
President Jimmy Carter's original budget
request.
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Safety, manning
gains in Local 21
elevator contract
KALAMA — A contract featuring spectacular gains in manning and safety has
been negotiated with the Pacific Northwest Grain Growers Cooperative.
The three year agreement, ratified last
month by the 60 members of the Local 21
grain handlers division, increases wages
by the same amount as in the west coast
longshore agreement. Important gains
were made on pensions, health and welfare and vacations.
The agreement also provides for regular safety meetings, fire drills, and participation in the ILWU-PMA Oregon Area
safety program.
MINIMUM MANNING
On manning, "if they run two shifts,
they have to have a minimum manning
of 44 men, with a 40-hour work guarantee
for 60 men," Local 21 LRC member Jim
Burgoyne said.
The negotiating committee consisted of
unit president Frank Gray, Rick Wilfong,
Blair Taylor and Lee Edal, with Local 21
LRC member Jim Burgoyne sitting in on
the talks. Local 21 President Dayle Hill
and longshore LRC members Paul Iddings
and Jim Cadwell also sat in from time to
time.
Employees at the Kalama elevator—the
last ILA outpost on the Pacific Coast—
affiliated with ILWU last spring.

Big gains in
watchmen's pact
SAN FRANCISCO — Members of two
ILWU locals have overwhelmingly ratified
a new three-year agreement covering
watchmen in San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
Members of ILWU Local 75, with jurisdiction in the Bay Area, and members of
Local 26, in the Port of Los Angeles/Long
Be ac h, are covered by the agreement.
Members of Local 75 ratified by a vote of
59-3; the Local 26 vote was 75% for ratification.
The agreement raises straight time
wages by a total of $2.30 — 85o effective
July 4, 1981; 74 in 1982 and 70o in 1983.
By the time the agreement expires the
straight time rate will be increased to
$9.97 per hour.
PENSION BOOST
The Pacific Maritime Association also
agreed to increase pension contributions
by a total of 410 over the next three years,
"which is extremely important to our
people," says Local 75 Secretary-Treasurer Roy Erb. All health and welfare benefits achieved in the recent west coast
longshore agreement were also adopted.
The watchmen won three additional holidays, bringing the total to seven over the
life of the agreement. A uniform allowance
of $250 was won for the first time.
Committee members included Erb, William Kilgore and Paul Talley, for Local
75; along with Local 26 President Joe
Iban-a and Mary Corder°. International
Vice-President Rudy Rubio also assisted.
ANCHORAGE — Attempts to ship hot
cargo in Alaska has been stopped cold due
to labor unity among ILWU, IBU and
Teamster members in the isolated ports
in the Kenai Peninsula.
The need for a united front arose August 24 when Teamsters Local 959 members employed at Anchorage Cold StorageOdom Co. hit the bricks after trying for
months to negotiate a new contract.
The firm, the largest beverage distributor in Alaska, not only refused to bargain in good faith, but threatened to discontinue pension and health and welfare
benefits, said IBT spokesman Dean Berg.
"In reality, they wanted to get rid of
the union," explained. "So we put a primary picket line at the plant and started
an extensive consumer boycott at all retail outlets."
Pickets also were stationed on Seattle
docks to shut off the supply route. Members of the Inlandboatmen's Union of the
Pacific, ILWU Marine Division, honored

Some of the 700 delegates who attended ILWU Local 142's 15th Biennial Convention September 21-25.

Carl Damaso retires

Local 142 sets two-year program
Continued from Page 1—
ing as Local 142's top leader for 17 years.
Others, besides Damaso, addressing the
delegates were: International officers —
President James Herman, Vice-Presidents
George Martin and Rudy Rubio, and Secretary-Treasurer Curt McClain.
Also: Governor George Ariyoshi, Honolulu Mayor Eileen Anderson, Regional Director John Gouveia of Hawaii ILWU Inlandboatmen's Union, Secretary-Treasurer
Henry Epstein of the Hawaii State AFLCIO Federation of Labor, US Senator
Spark Matsunaga, Charles Campbell, head
of Hawaii PATCO, Megumi Muramoto of
the Public Employees Management Association of Hawaii, President Borick Peroff
of Hawaii ILWU Local 160, and Regional
Director Tommy Trask.
Every delegate was assigned to serve
on one of six convention committees.
Here is a summary of key actions taken
by the delegates, who came from the
sugar, pineapple, longshore, general trades
and tourism industrial groupings—participating in Hawaii's largest single union
local convention:

activity, and mentions the tourist slump
and Hawaii's generally slow economic
growth.
•Acted on various "housekeeping" constitutional amendments.
•Accepted a wide-ranging program of
rank and file activities recommended by
the Membership Service, Education, Publicity, Pensioners and Sports departments,
and the committee on contract administration and safety and health.
•In okaying the ILWU Memorial Association report the Local Board of Trustees and the Executive Board is authorized
to study and review the cost of construction of a new Honolulu ILWU building on
the .present site.
•Reviewed the biennial report of Union Insurance Service and adopted various
recommendations beneficial to the membership, which are aligned to the "off-thejob" services offered by the Membership
Service Department.

* Adopted resolutions and policy statements which run the gamut, covering —
labor unity, land use and agriculture, support to the PATCO strike, nuclear matters
and world peace, need for affordable housing, backing to upcoming pineapple negotiations, energy sources, the 35th anniversary of the historic 1946 sugar strike,
state functional plan (adopted by the legislature, it covers direction and goals of
Hawaii's people), and arrival of Filipino
and Okinawan peoples in Hawaii 75 and
80 years ago respectively.
* Okayed the budget and financial policies.
•Approved the officers' report, which
lambasts the Reagan administration's
budget cuts, calls for vigorous organizing

Charles Campbell, head of Hawaii air
controllers promised that "if they
permanently decertify PATCO, we'll
be back. Whatever you call it, the
union of air traffic controllers in the
US is here to stay,"

Alaska labor unity halts hot cargo
the picket lines and the company was unable to use the commercial barge lines.
But by leasing a tug, the Tillamook, and
two barges, the company managed to circumvent the pickets.
WORD FLASHED
Word that the hot cargo was on its way
to the Kenai Peninsula flashed on the
wires to union offices in the 49th state and
down the coast as far as San Francisco.
The flotilla did not come to Anchorage,
where Longshoremen belong to Teamsters
Local 959, but went instead to Seward,
where the dockers are members of ILWU
Local 60.
It was greeted by a picket boat bearing
IBU Patrolman Dan Dorman, who urged
the skipper not to go through the ILWU,
1BU and Teamster-sanctioned picket line.
But, said Dorman, the skipper "broke tow
and brought the barges in."

The three IBU deckhands on board the
Tillamook were not aware of the labor dispute until then, said Dorman, and due to
the Public Safety Act, they could only
proceed with their work.
Once decked, however, they walked off
the job and were subsequently fired by
Sause Brothers, owners of the barge operation. (The three, Ray Mitchell, Bill
Sterling and Guy Basso, have since been
reinstated without loss of pay.)
Local 60 longshoremen answered the call
to work, but when they saw the pickets
they too refused to work. The stevedore
company went to court and secured a
temporary restraining order "to force the
longshoremen to offload the product," said
Berg.
"So as not to place the ILWU members
in a position of being held in contempt of
court," Local 959 removed the pickets and

Damaso, who will be 65 at the end of the
year — the mandatory retirement age set
forth in the constitution — emphasized the
importance of labor unity to fight back
against Reaganomics. (More on Carl Dames., see page 8.)
Calling for forceful action in defense of
PATCO strikers, International President
Jim Herman said that "there is no explanation whatsoever that allows for the
destruction of a union while the rest of
us in the trade union movement sit by,
but that's what has happened," Herman
told the delegates.
He said Reagan's "immediate and hysterical reaction" to the PATCO strike was
an indication that Reagan administration
officials are willing to use "all the power
available to them to throttle and, if possible, destroy us."
"We're not going to sit idly by while a
blueprint for our destruction is developed
and do nothing about it," Herman said.
The Local 142 biennial election to fill 22
fulltime and 30 non-fulltime positions will
be conducted November 26 to 20.
Vice-President Eddie Lapa was nominated to replace Damaso. He will be opposed
by Lawrence Kelley, veteran Honolulu
longshoreman, whose nomination creates
a two-way race for the presidency.
Other top executive officers nominated,
without opposition are: Fred Paulino for
vice-president and incumbent, Newton
Miyagi for secretary-treasurer.
All five nominees are from the Oahu
Division.
All convention actions will be reported
at membership stopwork, after-work or
evening ratification meetings, slated to be
held in October in each Local 142 unit,
statewide.
A caucus of pineapple industrial grouping delegates was held after the convention, September 26-27 — to discuss contract demands. The current two-year
agreement expires January 31, 1982.
took the issue to the appeals court. The
appeals court overturned the ruling of the
lower court for 30 days, directing that a
review be made.
The lower court had ordered the longshoremen to post an $80,000 bond to cover
any damage to the wine and beer, but the
appeals court ruled that the longshoremen
would not be liable for damages due to
their refusal to cross the picket line, because its legality was not yet determined.
In the meantime, however, some of the
hot cargo had been loaded onto rail cars
of the Alaska Railway, which comes onto
the dock in Seward, for transport to the
cold storage plant in Anchorage. The
Teamsters contend the railway is an ally
of the cold storage company.
Teamsters have since resumed picketing and Longshoremen are again refusing
to cross their picket line.
"We're very appreciative of the cooperation we've had from the longshoremen,"
said Berfi.
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Eight-day strike by Inlandboatmen

Hawaii tugboat workers in big step toward parity
HONOLULU—After a first-time strike
of eight days, Hawaii members of the
Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific
have moved a step closer to reaching
parity with their mainland counterparts.
The more than 130 inter-island and
ocean-going tug operators and maintenance workers employed by Dillingham
Tug & Barge voted 105-16 to strike on
September 1, after more than a month
of dead-end bargaining on a contract reopener for wages and two other items.
The membership sought parity with
Foss Tug & Barge, a Dillingham-owned
Puget Sound firm which is under contract with the mu.
The key issue was Accumulated Time
Off (ATO) language, which affects about
two-thirds of the Hawaii bargaining unit.
ATO is the system whereby workers are
compensated for days at sea.
SATURDAY ONLY
In the Northwest, ATO is based on a
certain number of hours off for all days
at sea. But the Hawaii formula only al-

Talks continue at
Waterways Terminals
PORTLAND — Contract negotiations are
continuing between the Inlandboatmen's
Union of the Pacific's Columbia River District and Waterways Terminals. The current agreement expires October 5, at
which time the 250 employees will vote
on the company's offer.
The workers are employed at the company's two main terminals in Portland
and Rivergate, plus outport facilities at
the Boise Cascade paper plant in St.
Helens, Washington, and at the Crown Zellerbach plants in Camas, Washington and
West Linn and Wauna, Oregon. The outport facilities feature direct loading to
barges which deliver paper products to
the main terminals as points of interchange for truck and rail shipping.
In other IBU business, union attorney
Richard Carney is negotiating with Pacific
Northwest Oil for the return of eight employees, plus back pay and union recognition, who have been locked out since
August 19. The workers were fired the day
an NLRB unfair labor practice complaint
was to be filed against the company, according to IBU patrolman Dan Dorman.

Among the members of IBU negotiating committee at Dillingham Tug and
Barge were, from left, Lionel Ezera, Donald Rangasan, Warren Ditch, Floyd
Maclaughlin, Eddie McHugh and 1BU Hawaii Regional Director John Gouveia.
lows two days off on ocean-going tugs
and one-and-one-half days off on interisland tugs for each Saturday at sea.
Time off was also determined by the
company and subject to recall.
"Whenever we brought up parity, management would just say, 'We're different out here.' They couldn't tell us why
or how," said John Gouveia, IBU regional director in Hawaii.
During negotiations, the IBU rejected
any reworking of the Saturday-based
formula, claiming that the company had
scheduled around it over the last few
years.

Dillingham Tug and Barge workers
vote on new agreement.

But members voted 73-to-43 to return
to work September 9, without whining a
change in the formula. What they did
win, however, were wage increases ranging from 10% to 11%, an additional $13
monthly contribution to the pension plan,
and the right to take time off uninterrupted if they give seven days notice. Time off
can only now be refused if the union or
employer can't provide qualified relief.

Both sides also agreed to continue negotiations on the ATO formula.
NEXT TIME
"It was the first time most of the guys
went on strike and we were really together," said negotiating committee
member Alan Holt, a 25-year employee.
"But we really couldn't negotiate with
just three issues. The whole contract expires in September. So next time we'd
like to get it all — parity. It's not being
greedy. With inflation and everything,
the cost of living is even higher here
than on the mainland. It makes you feel
like a second-class citizen.
"We had parity three or four years
ago, you know, but we lost it somehow.
Whatever the settlement, we wanted to
bring it back to the rank and file and
show them that everything was above
board."
The IBU negotiating committee consisted of Gouveia, Holt (mates), Robert
Blaun (engineers), Sonny Jiminez (deck
dept.), Eddie McHugh (cooks), Lionel
Ezera (dispatchers), Willie Agodong
(maintenance), and Donald Rangasan
(harbor boats).
Also assisting were IBU President Don
Liddle, Secretary-Treasurer Larry Miner,
attorney Vic Thuesen, and ILWU Regional
Director Tommy Trask.

Alaska dockers seek statewide pact
Continued from Page 1—
Also present were Parks, Coast Committeeman Dick Wise, Larry Cotter, President
of the ILWU Alaska Council, IBU Regional
Director Homer Sarber and Patrolman
Jerry Johansen.
At the negotiating session September 14,
several employers were undecided as to
whether they wanted to negotiate together;
they wanted more time to work it out
among themselves.
RETROACTIVITY
Before the meeting disbanded, however,
an interim agreement was drawn up, covering all longshoremen in Alaska, insuring
retroactivity back to July 1.
It was agreed to meet again on or about
November 1. "At that time," Parks told
The Dispatcher, "we intend to negotiate an
All-Alaska longshore contract.
"It would stabilize the longshore indus-

try in Alaska, and save a lot of trouble for
all concerned."
Local 62 hosted the caucus.

Local 8 wraps up
port agreements
PORTLAND — Ratification of a new
three year agreement with PMA covering
Local 8 gearlocker men was reported recently by LRC member Bill Luch. In addition to increases in the clothing allowance, the skill rate by the third year of
the agreement will go to 95, Luch said.
Other provisions are the same as in the
coast agreement.
Also recently ratified was a three year
agreement covering linesmen, providing
increases in the clothing allowance and
significant increases in the automobile
allowance, Luch said.

Strike vote helps
save steward's job

Lunchtime beer no
reason for firing

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO — A united
stand by ILWU Warehouse Local 6 members at FW Woolworth helped secure the
reinstatement of a fired shop steward and
successfully stalled the company's campaign of intimidation.
On Monday, August 3, the company fired
Curtis Duplessis, an assistant shop steward
with 22 years on the job. Management
claimed "insubordination."
The approximately 115 members of the
bargaining unit met the next day in the
company parking lot and, under the probing eyes of recently installed security
cameras, voted to strike the following
morning unless Duplessis was reinstated.
EMERGENCY HEARING
Their action allowed Local 6 Business
Agent Ben Madrid to set up an emergency
adjustment board hearing that Friday, and
he persuaded the membership to postpone
the walkout until then.
Sitting on the board were three representatives of different master contract
houses and three union reps: Local 6 BAs
Henry McKnight, Roberto Flotte and Madrid. The board agreed to return Duplessis
to his job, with seniority intact, on a nineweek probationary basis, three of which he
would be on vacation.
The strike was called off.
Duplessis is the fifth union activist that
the company has tried to discharge in the
last eight months, according to Madrid.
Such firings and the issuing of warning
letters for lack of production to stewards
and committee members have been part of
management's campaign to weaken the
workforce before the 1982 negotiations.

SACRAMENTO—Fired in May for drinking a beer on his lunch hour, ILWU Warehouse Local 17 shop steward Russell King
won reinstatement last month with full
back pay totaling approximately $10,000
and no loss of benefits or seniority.
King, a truck driver for Ralph's Distributing, was caught with the beer while being treated to lunch at a Sacramento restaurant by a company salesman. Salesmen
are not prohibited from drinking on the job.
Testifying at the arbitration hearing,
King said he had at first refused the drink
in accordance with company rules, but that
the salesman led him to believe that company president and general manager Clifford Muzzi had given his okay since the
day was a special occasion, the opening of
the Rail Faire.
Besides, said the salesman, Muzzi wouldn't be joining them as expected.
Muzzi nevertheless appeared, observed
that King had a beer in front of him, returned to the warehouse and brought down
another driver to take the truck back. He
then fired King for drinking on the job,
making clear that "sobriety wasn't even
an issue."
Local 17 argued that it was common
practice for salesmen to entertain drivers
at lunch and to buy them beer, that Muzzi
himself had repeatedly purchased drinks
for employees, thus condoning the rules
violation, and that King had been fired
because management considered him an
overzealous shop steward.
Arbitrator Lincoln Fairley ruled that
given King's unblemished work record
during his four years with the company,
discharge was clearly too severe a penalty.

Unemployment aids chiseling boss
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Shipscalers
Local 2 has once again exposed and expunged anti-union practices of H&H Ship
Service.
H&H, a ship maintenance firm had been
chiseling some of its union employees out
of foremen wages and replacing others
with scabs, said Local 2 President Bob
Edwards, but has since been persuaded to
stop such flagrant abuses.
Edwards said H&H owner Bill Harris
agreei to honor the collective bargaining
agreement in a meeting September 1 with
ILWU International Vice President Rudy
Rubio and Coast Committeeman Bill Ward.
The Local had filed a complaint with the
National Labor Relations Board, but withdrew it after receiving assurances from
Harris.
EMPLOYER STRATEGY
"He thought we wouldn't pursue it and
he'd get away with it," said Edwards.
"He's the kind of employer who wants to
pick away at different things in the contract so when it expires in 1982 he will
have a lot of provisions to throw out due
to past practices."
The unemployment situation being what
it is, noted Edwards, people hang out at
H&H just waiting for a chance to work
for $5 an hour, which is way below union
scale. He said that Harris even stooped
so low as to call the pay phone at the

ILWU Warehouse Local 6 hall to get union
members to scab for him. While some
Local fiers did work for him, members
have since been warned to beware of
Harris' scabherding tactics.
"He is an arrogant employer who tries
to circumvent the contract any way he
can," said Edwards. "He's got these goons
working for him and they're hellbent on
doing whatever the great white father
wants them to do. I'm hellbent on him
not getting away with anything."
H&H, under contract with Local 2 for
several decades, has repeatedly attempted
to undermine the collective bargaining
agreement in recent years. In 1979, the
day after the current contract was signed,
the company was caught violating the
pact's half-and-half provision, which stipulates that half of a crew must be cornpased of H&H steady men and the other
half must come from the hiring hall.
In January of 1980, the company also
was caught employing six non-union men
to clean a ship in Stockton. H&H was
made to pay in both instances. said
Edwards.
Most recently, the firm had been recruiting workers off the street and sending
them out on the launch at pier 9 to clean
vessels out in the bay. Harris has agreed,
however, that all such work will be performed by Local 2 members.
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Local 13 halts fumigated cargo

Longeshormen won't be guinea pigs-win protectoin from dangerous EDB
LONG BEACH—Insisting that "we will down in the hold for a controlled testing
not be guinea pigs for the growers," mem- period. The Long Beach health department
bers of ILWU longshore Local 13 refused said they'd check out the conditions, but
last month to load shipments of lemons wanted us to work in there first.
bound for Japan which had been treated
"We didn't want to be part of their learnwith an extremely toxic chemical, ethylene in
dibromide (EDB).
A series of meetings was held during
Treatment of California produce with the next few weeks between Cal - OSHA,
EDB—which has shown to be closely linked federal OSHA, Local 13 officials and Sunwith cancer and sterility — has been im- kist. "But nobody would guarantee us that
posed on California growers because of the handling the treated fruit was safe," said
Mediterranean fruit fly crisis. Japan, the Local 13 Secretary-Treasurer Jack Dillon.
largest foreign purchaser of California produce, has agreed to import agricultural
goods from the state only on condition that
it is either fumigated with EDB or put in
cold storage to kill any fruit fly larvae.
LOS ANGELES — ILWU Warehouse LoSince California lacks sufficient cold storage facilities, and since other possible cal 26 members recently ratified a new
sprays are considered damaging to the agreement at Colombian Chemicals Co.,
fruit, EDB has been widely used as a post- a Carbon Black Plant located in the Mojave Desert, Secretary-Treasurer Hy Orkin
harvest fumigant.
The chemical structure of EDB is close reports.
The two-year agreement calls for apto that of DBCP, which has been concluproximately
26% increases in wages, plus
sively shown to cause sterility and other
improvements
in shift differentials, vacadiseases in humans. The scientific evidence
regarding the dangers of EDB (see sepa- tions, dental coverage and pensions. The
rate article on this page) is conclusive company also agreed to provide safety
enough so that the Environmental Protec- shoes at a maximum cost of $50 twice a
tion Agency was planning to ban its pro- year.
The negotiating committee consisted of
duction by 1983. (Reagan administration
Orkin,
Edward Compton and Jerry Harris.
appointees to the EPA may, however, back
In
other
Local 26 business, an agreement
away from that position.) EDB is not only
extremely toxic upon initial exposure, but with Goldbert Metals has been ratified
continues to give off dangerous fumes for which provides substantial wage increases
and maintenance of the union health and
a considerable period of time after fumigawelfare plan. The union negotiators were
tion.
Business Agent Billy Huddggins and rank
"LEARNING EXPERIENCE"
and file committeeman Curley Edgar.
Local 13 members refused to work the
The local also negotiated a new threefumigated lemons, being shipped to Japan year agreement with Gatron Ind., which
in late August after making inquiries to calls for a hefty wage hike the first year
Cal-OSHA and the International regarding and uncapped cost-of-living increases the
its toxicity. "All we knew is that EDB af- second and third years. The union health
fects your kidneys and lungs and can make and welfare plan are also in effect. The
you sterile," said Local 13 President Louie bargaining team included Hudggins, Fred
Rios. "Sunkist wanted us to put one gang Wharton and David Ault.

Local 26 chalks up 3
bargaining victories

"There's no way we can in good conscience
tell our members to do that work if it's not
safe."
(Local 13 also notified officials of Teamsters Joint Council 42 of the dangers involved, and they also recommended that
their members refuse to handle EDBtreated cargoes.)
Sunkist apparently briefly checked out
the possibility of requesting help from the
National Guard, but Governor Brown declined to get involved in a labor dispute.
A compromise plan was developed whereby Sunkist agreed to the following conditions:
• The four fumigation chambers which
had been set up at the Port of Long Beach
were moved to a Sunkist facility in Ontario, where fumigation was to be performed
by company research personnel;
• All fumigated cargo would be containerized;
• All men working on or around the
fumigated cargo, once it arrives on the
docks, were to be given the necessary
breathing apparatus."There is still a small
amount of leakage from the boxes," Rios
said.
As of this writing, fumigated cargo was
arriving at Long Beach area container
yards where it was being handled by properly equipped personnel. "It's still not an
entirely satisfactory situation," Rios said.
"Our members and the Teamsters are
pretty well protected—but we are still concerned about the Japanese workers who
have to unload it, and the possibility that
some of the fumes will have an effect on
people in the Long Beach community. We
are also concerned about the danger to
consumers. But we're a long way from
where we started. The help we had from
Cal-OSHA in this was extremely useful-they had our interests at heart and were
really concerned about the situation."

Sweeping enforcement cut back

OSHA lets manufacturers off the hook
WASHINGTON—The Occupational Safety and Health Administration plans to
exempt nearly three-fourths of all US
manufacturing companies from routine
safety inspections after October 15.
OSHA chief Thorne Auchter outlined the
program of "targeted" inspections in testimony last month before a Senate Labor
subcommittee.
Under the new inspection program, he
said, inspectors would focus on the 27%
of manufacturers whose rate of employee
work-time lost due to occupational injuries exceeds the 5.7% national average
for manufacturing generally. About 78%
of the 1.2 million annual serious manufacturing injuries occur in those 70,200 concerns, Auchter pointed out.
Another OSHA official explained that a
company will be visited if, in a given
state, the rate of serious injuries in that
company's industry exceeds the national
manufacturing average. These inspections
would end if a company's record show its
serious injury rate is below the average.
"This system will avoid wasting our
resources in the safe workplaces" and
focus inspections on more dangerous ones,
such as in maritime and construction industries, Auchter said. And, he added,
"we will, of course, continue to respond
to employee complaints alleging specific
hazards."
'ILL-CONCEIVED'
The new safety inspection program was
sharply criticized as "ill-conceived" and
"unsound" by AFL-CIO lobbyist Ray Denison. He said the system "removes more
than 13 million workers from coverage" of
routine safety inspections, and "eliminates
one of OSHA's most effective compliance
tools — the threat of a general scheduled
inspection.
Democrats on the panel, such as Senator
Edward Kennedy(D-Mass), also expressed
worries that OSHA's reduced efforts and
weakening of standards have "emasculated" worket protections under federal
law.

But Republican members praised Auchter for the program and for the agency's
other moves to act less like an adversary
of business.
According to the United Auto Workers'
Solidarity magazine, Auchter has also developed a series of amended compliance
directives for OSHA field managers which
would further dismantle the agency's enforcement program. Among the directives
— some of which went into effect October
1 — are the following:
•No automatic inspections in response
to worker complaints of health and/or
safety violations or problems;
•Employers must be given advance
notice of complaint inspections;
•OSHA's self-initiated inspecting would
be nearly eliminated, based on management's unverified injury records;
•Small plants and businesses would be
exempted from general schedule safety
inspections; and
•Employers would escape fines for
serious violations on the basis of their
mere promise to correct the cited hazards.
In addition, the Auchter Plan would
mean the elimination of on-site federal
monitoring in states in which OSHA activities are carried out by state health and
safety agencies.
"For this Administration, law and order
ends at the plant gate," UAW President
Douglas Fraser said in reaction to the
Auchter Plan. "These changes parallel
and go beyond those of the Schweiker Bill
— a legislative attempt to gut OSHA which
was defeated in the last session of Congress. Auchter would accomplish in private all that the enemies of workers'
rights have failed to win in public."
Since the defeat of the Schweiker Bill
last year, the Administration has avoided
major legislative confrontation on health
and safety, and adopted the "Death by a

thousand cuts" strategy — transforming
the agency administratively.
Such administrative changes were the
cancellation of several pending standards
without explanation, including a chemical
labeling proposal and the Right-to-Know
rule that had been five years in the making, and the destruction or withdrawal of
more than $500,000 worth of allegedly antibusiness training materials produced by
OSHA during the Carter Administration.
INCENTIVES TO STALL
Many of OSHA's policy changes have
also given industry added incentives for
foot-dragging once a violation is determined. As long as their lawyers can prolong appeal proceedings (often for years),
employers have no obligation to correct
hazards cited by the agency.
One company that has perfected such
stalling tactics is Schiavone Construction,
Secretary of Labor Ray Donovan's former employer. While he served as executive
vice-president, that New Jersey company
was cited 135 times by OSHA over a sixyear period. (Fifty-eight of the violations
were "serious," i.e., they could have
caused death or severe injury.)
Auchter is out of the same mold: His
company ran up 48 violations from July
1972 to November 1980.
It is hoped that the enforcement vacuum
created by the revamped OSHA could well
produce more local initiative, especially at
the plant level. "Though standards can
be rolled back, workers' consciousness
of health and safety issues cannot," said
James Crawford, writing in The Nation
September 12.
"Improved contract language, union
committees to keep an eye on hazards,
more sophisticated use of the grievance
procedure — such tactics offer promise,
at least for organized workers," he said.
"Without them, OSHA will take its place
alongside the company nurse and the
foreman's safety lecture as a tool of management for avoiding its responsibilities.

Cancer, sterility
risk linked to use
of Med-Fly fumigant
RUSS BARGMANN
ILWU Health & Safety Specialist

The Mediterraean Fruit Fly infestation
in California has generated a significant
increase in the use of a chemical fumigant
—ethylene dibromide (EDB)—which may
be exposing thousands of workers, including longshoremen and warehousemen, to
the risk of cancer and sterility.
Not to be confused with the relatively
mild malathion which is being sprayed
over much of the state to eradicate the
Med-fly, EDB is a highly toxic substance
now in use in California for the first time
as a post-harvest fumigant.
Although currently used to fumigate citrus and tropical fruits shipped out of
Florida, Texas and Hawaii, California has
adopted the practice due to a recent USJapan agreement requiring that all citrus
fruit shipped from California to Japan
be fumigated with EDB or placed in cold
storage to prevent the spread of the MedFly to Japan. Due to the lack of cold storage facilities in the state, EDB fumigation
is the only alternative.
During fumigation, liquid EDB is heated
into a gas which penetrates the citrus and
kills the Med-Fly larvae. Unfortunately,
however, the citrus and cardboard cartons
containing the fruit continue to emit high
levels of the dangerous gas for at least
16 days after the fumigation-aeration cycle
is completed, thus exposing workers who
handle them.
EDB has no odor at the concentrations
to which workers may be exposed. If workers can sniff the sweet-smelling substance,
they are being seriously overexposed.
CANCER, STERILITY
Tests indicate the skin contact with EDB
liquid may result in burning, redness,
blistering and swelling, and inhalation of
EDB gas might cause cancer and/or
sterility.
In a study conducted by the National
Cancer Institute (NCI), EDB produced
cancer in 40% of the animals exposed to a
concentration of 10 parts per million (10
ppm). This study confirms a previous NCI
—Continued on Page 1,2

PCB alert!
SAN FRANCISCO — PCB spills have
been fro nt page news recently, but
not all are being reported.
Several Local 6 houses have also had
PCB spills, with exposure of workers
to this potential cancer-causing chemical. PCB is used as insulation fluid
for electrical equipment, including
transformers. The thick liquid (which
may be clear, light, or dark brown,
and may or may not have an odor) can
penetrate even rubber boots or gloves
in minutes, should be cleaned up by
trained personnel, and employees should
try to avoid all exposure.
At Colgate-Palmolive in Berkeley a
Safety Committee member was alerted
to a transformer leak, and it turned
out to be a PCB leak which the company knew about for some time, and
which had exposed many workers. Experts were brought in to clean up the
spill and repair the transformer.
At Zellerbach Paper in South San
Francisco a spill occurred near the
back dock; Local 6 Steward Alex Loville noticed that trucks were being
washed down, but no warnings were
given to employees. Union action got
immediate attention from the company
and PG&E who came out and cleaned
it up. South City winds made the spill
especially hazardous to Local 6.
CAL/OSHA is currently holding hearings on PCB exposure levels for skin
contact, but no regulations cover airborne contamination. Alert Stewards
and members are our best defense
against this growing haazrd.
—locale Bollotio
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Reagan takes aim
at health plans
Not satisfied with cutting the health
services funded by the federal government, the Reagan Administration and conservative members of Congress are going
out of their way to make health care in
the private sector more expensive.
In the name of reducing skyrocketing
costs and promoting "competition" in
health care delivery, several bills—S. 433,
sponsored by Sen. David Durenberger (Rk
Minn.), S. 139, sponsored by Sen. Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah), and H.R. 850, sponsored ILWU International President Jim Herman was key speaker at San Francisco
by Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.)—have
been introduced to adjust the tax code and
requirements for workers' health coverage. Each of these bills would define emContinued from Page 1—
trade unionists, their ranks were augmentployer contributions to workers' health
Rallies also took place up and down the ed by tens of thousands of representatives
plans above a certain amount as taxable
income to the worker. New limitations West Coast — in San Francisco, where of some 200 other organizations representwould also be placed on employers' busi- 10,000 protesters jammed into Vaillancourt ing women, senior citizens, churches, enness tax deductions for the health insur- Plaza on the Embarcadero; in Los Ange- vironmentalists, civil rights groups, blacks,
les, where 8,000 participated; and in Stock- Latinos and other minorities.
ance premiums they pay.
ton, in Denver and other regional centers.
In Washington, AFL-CIO President Lane
CHEAP COVERAGE
While most of the demonstrators were Kirkland kicked off the demonstration sayThe bills—similar to others sponsored in
the last few years—also introduce vary-1
4NOOR
7
BEACH/i
LOSANGELES:Cii-ing options and requirements for employee
health coverage. In general, workers would
COALITION SUPPORTS
be penalized for selecting more compreLABOR SOLIDA ti
hensive plans and for purchasing particular benefits not authorized in the legislation. They would be "encouraged" to opt
for more "cost effective" (or cheaper)
coverage.
If a worker chose a plan that costs less
than the employer is willing to pay, he
or she would even collect a rebate amounting to the difference between the premium
actually paid and the premium offered by
the company.
The Reagan Administration has not completed its proposals for health care, but
has left no doubt of the direction it will
be moving in. As champions of the free
market, the Reagan White House and its
Department of Health and Human Services share the assumption that the high
cost of health care is caused primarily
by: 1) irresponsible patients who seek the
most expensive treatment available; 21
Part of the crowd at Los Angeles Solidarity Day Rally in MacArthur Park.
open-ended health plans that permit and
encourage them; and 3) "noncompetitive"
health providers who have no "incentive"
LOCAbq0
to keep their costs down.
L i3
REALITIES IGNORED
few
a
ignores
outlook
this
course,
Of
basic realities. When you're sick or disSupports
abled, it's really not much fun to wait in
doctors' offices or go through tedious exafk,TCO
aminations, tests, and treatment, even
when you're eligible for them. More important, the choice between cheaper and
iorkers
more expensive health services is made
for the most part not by the patient, but
by the doctor who diagnoses the ailment
and prescribes the cure.
Putting new limits on coverage, making
workers pay more for the coverage they
get, and bribing them through rebates to
obtain as little coverage as possible will
only deprive people (especially older workers, who need more extensive coverage)
of needed care, encourage a profusion of
deficient programs, and discourage precisely those approaches—e.g., preventive
medicine and early treatment — that can Local 40 Secretary-Treasurer Larry Clark, left, led delegation of ILWU members assisting PATCO pickets at Portland airport on Solidarity Day.
actually keep health costs down.
By definition, moreover, health care sold
for profit will always be exorbitant, since
—as health providers know—there is almost no price you won't pay to save your
PORTLAND—Solidarity Day in Portland sters, Carpenters, Steamfitters, Painters,
health. As ILWU and other progressive brought 500 union members to the Inter- IWA, Meatcutters, Millmen, Chemical
unions have long maintained, only a na- national Airport in a demonstration of sup- Workers, Printing Specialties, Sheet Metal
tional health program that takes the con- port for PATCO.
Workers, Boiler Makers, Glass Bottle
trol of this billion-dollar industry out of
Members of the International Brother- Blowers, and ILWU Locals 8, 40 and Auxilprivate hands can lower the costs asso- hood of Electrical Workers turned out en iary 5.
ciated with it.
Julia Ruuttila, chairperson of the auxilmasse from locals in Portland, in Salem,
and Vancouver. Many organizations in the iary's legislative committee, was interpublic sector were representeed, including viewed by KOIN-TV. Asked what she
Lumber production slows
BOISE, ID — More than a third of the AFSCME, Municipal Employees, American thought of Reagan, she called him "the
sawmills in the West were not operating Federation of Teachers, Oregon Education worst thing that's ever happened to this
or curtailed production in September, an Association, Oregon Public Employees country, a union-buster and Neanderthal
executive vice-president of Western Wood Union, and the Service Employees Inter- man."
Signs carried by pickets were informaProducts Association said here. He blamed national Union.
Also on the line with signs giving their tive: "Don't fly with Scabs; "Right to
high interest rates for "massive layoffs"
in the industry, and predicted no relief union affiliation were active and retired Strike Is a Basic Right of All Labor";
members of the Machinists, CWA, Team- "Remember the San Diego Collision."
was in sight this year.

Solidarity Day rally.

Massive turnout for Solidarity Day

Portland demonstratiot aids PATCO

ing, "If you do not embrace the proposition that this president has a mandate to
destroy the programs that feed the roots
of a decent society, look about you. You
are not alone."
For more than five hours the masses
of people marched, curb to curb, down
Constitution Avenue, past the Washington
monument and on to the rally site on the
mall near the Capitol.
San Francisco participants heard former
Vice President Walter Mondale denounce
President Reagan's anti-labor policies.
Mondale was especially critical of Reagan's lopsided tax cut which he characterized by saying it would enable the wealthy
to buy a Lincoln, the worker to buy a
hubcap, "but if you're old, or sick or poor,
you won't even get your bus tokens back."
ILWU President Jim Herman silenced
a small group of hecklers when he declared that "all of us are here to give
meaning to solidarity," adding that the
crowd shouldn't have to "contend with a
few hairbrained artists who better belong
at a Republican rally.
"Solidarity doesn't mean that we all
have to agree with each other. It doesn't
mean that we give saliva tests. It means
we know who the hell the enemy is—and
he's not here."
Other speakers at the rally included
Cesar Chavez, president of the United
Farm Workers Union, who appealed for
support for the union's boycott of RalstonPurina products, and Congressman John
Burton (D-SF) who declared that Reagan's
attack on the air traffic controllers was
just the beginning.
8,000 TURN OUT IN L.A.
At a similar rally that attracted more
than 8,000 participants to MacArthur Park
in Los Angeles, Governor Brown described
the Reagan economic policies as a "steamroller" that must be stopped.
"It is you who are the guinea pigs in
the economic experiment conceived of by
the monetary zealots that surround Ronald
Reagan," Brown declared.
"We've had enough. Enough of the Reagan plan to cut back on social security
and undermine the Occupational Health
and Safety Administration.
"Enough of spending billions of dollars
on a mass transit system for missiles to
blow the world into a bililon pieces while
our health system, our schools, our research, NASA, mass transit for people.
solar and conservation and scores of other
programs are undermined by a President
who does not understand the future," Governor Brown said.
Asserting that "it's time for the labor
movement, both working men and women,
organized and unorganized, for everyone
who believes that government must have
a heart and that it's not a tool for big,
special interests to join this cause," Brown
said that Reagan must be told "in no
uncertain terms today that he did not
win a mandate last November to smash
unions or to erode the worker protection
programs which they have built in 100
years of service to this nation," the California governor said.
Other speakers at the Los Angeles rally
included U.S. Senator Alan Cranston, Bill
Robertson, executive officer of the Los
Angeles Federation of Labor, and Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley.
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Max Factor moves to North Carolina

Classic case of greed mismanagment
LOS ANGELES—Local 26 steward Dave
Valle has been at Max Factor for 35 years
and remembers the time when it was a
pretty good place to work.
"The company was making money. Our
contract was a model for the whole industry. We had pretty good relations with the
supervisors, and if there was a serious
problem, you could talk it over with Max
or Louie Factor. We never need to strike."
Those days ended in 1973 when the family - owned cosmetics company was taken
over by Norton Simon, Inc., a New Yorkbased conglomerate which today owns
heavy hitters like Avis, Canada Dry, Johnnie Walker Scotch and Hunt-Wesson Foods.
"It's been a downhill slide ever since,"
says Valle, a slide which came to an
abrupt and bone-jarring halt last January
when the company announced that it would
close up its Los Angeles plant by early
1983 and move the whole operation to a
new plant in North Carolina.
BLEAK FUTURE
Today, the 350 members of Local 26 still
employed at Max Factor face an uncertain
and bleak futdre. Many are women, many
are heads of households, many are at an
age when a new job comes hard. A severance agreement negotiated by the local
("the best we could do under the circumstances," says Valle) will tide them over
for a while, "but many of these people are
going to have a terribly tough time. The
guys with craft skills will do alright, but
there's nowhere else in LA the average
production worker can do as well as
they've done at Factor, especially with unemployment running high."
The story of the decline and fall of Max
Factor is a classic example of how working people and their communities are victimized by the greed and ineptitude of immense conglomerates, like Norton Simon,
who deal in millon-dollar companies the
way kids deal in baseball trading cards.
The story begins in 1973 when the company was taken over by Norton Simon. The
new parent corporation had for many years
enjoyed a good reputation as a well - run
outfit which built up and supported its subsidiaries. No major problems were anticipated.
David Mahoney, an ex-advertising man
with a reputation for tough and aggressive
management had taken over the reins at
Norton Simon in 1969 and immediately began putting his personal stamp on the
company. In the early and mid-seventies
he moved to streamline and strengthen the
entire operation. He sold off 21 "marginal"
subsidiaries, including McCalls and Redbook, and used the revenue to buy a number of strong properties, like Max Factor,
Halston and Avis.
At Max Factor, things remained the
same for a year of so after the takeover.
Company president Chester Firestein
stayed on and continued to run the firm
in the family's genially paternalistic manner, pulling in steady profits.
MORE PROFITS
But it wasn't enough. "This Norton
Simon is a jillion-dollar operation," Valle
says, "and they wanted profits of 20% or
25% or it wasn't worth their while." Firestein was eased out and the first of what
would prove to be a long parade of managerial talent was brought in. On one day
in early 1976, remembered by employees
as "Black Friday," nearly the entire supervisory and sales staff was replaced by
a new group with little or no experience
in the cosmetics industry.
Behind the scenes was Max Factor's new
president, Sam Kalish, a hard-driving marketing man brought over from Revlon,
charged with boosting profits as quickly as
possible. The vehicle was to be a new cosmetics line—"Just Call Me Maxi!"—aimed
at the same young women's market which
had turned Revlon's "Charlie" into a huge
money-maker. Old-line products were either dumped or de-emphasized and millions of dollars were pumped into the advertising and marketing of "Just Call Me
Maxi!"
Down on the plant floor the situation
deteriorated rapidly. "We had become just
a small cog in this enormous machine,"
remember chief steward Bill Bouldin. "The
whole atmosphere changed. There was no
communication. Every little problem be-

$19.8 million and was becoming a serious
drain on the entire operation.
"For the last few years it's like we've
been waiting for the other shoe to drop,"
says Bouldin. There has been a constant
stream of rumors—that the company would
shut down, that it would sell, that it was
moving away. "It only poisoned the atmosphere even more."
Even so, when Factor management officially announced their intention to begin
shifting operations to North Carolina in the
early summer of 1982 and close down its

Los Angeles plant by early 1983, "it hit us
just like a rock. It's had a very bad psychological effect. People don't want to talk
about it, they don't want to deal with it at
all. It's like they're in shock," says Bouldin.
"All they can ask is, 'why me?'"
The answer is a variation on the same
theme played at in hundreds of communities all over the country which have been
affected by the plant closures in recent
years.
"In nearly all these cases you have the
same pattern of large conglomerates Seeking an extremely high rate of profit as well
as total control of the environment in
which they do business," Boston College
economics professor Barry Bluestone told
The Dispatcher.
RIGHT INTO THE GROUND
"One technique is to take over a real
money maker—just like Lykes Corporation
took over Youngstown Sheet and Tube—
and milk it for cash to finance the purchase of even more companies. Or they'll
pump a lot of juice into a solid company
like Factor, looking for some big, quick
profits for the same purpose. In either
case they're not thinking about sustained
investment for solid growth," says Bluestone, author of a major study on the cause
and effect of plant closures. "The result is
that they run a perfectly sound operation
right into the ground and move on to the
next."
In a long article on Norton Simon published in the spring of 1980, Business Week
magazine agreed that Max Factor's
problems were a direct result of corporate
policy. Virtually all the company's subsidiaries were in serious trouble, Business
Week said, and in each case the problems
were traceable to Mahoney's intense pressure for quick bucks. "The short - term
profit pressures are constant around here,
and there is just not enough investment
spending," complained one executive.
"Management ranks are wracked by turmoil and defections."
SUBSIDIARIES MILKED
Norton Simon "appears troubled by an
inability to strike a balance between its
needs for short-term profit gains and longer range investment and growth," Business
Week concluded. "Mahoney seems hung up
on a desire to maximize current earnings." Norton Simon was "milking its subsidiaries to finance additional acquisitions
. . . While that beefs up profits in the short
term it ends up debasing the product to
the consumer."
So, plagued by continual instability on
the top levels of management, having lost
many of its more important accounts because of a continual failure to deliver, and
perhaps on the verge of a total shutdown,
Max Factor staggers off to a brand new
plant in a right-to-work state. "The whole
move is a cover for bad management,"
concludes Bouldin,"and bad corporate policy. It must look pretty good right now to
people in North Carolina. All we can tell
them is to watch every move these people
make because they don't care about you
any more than they cared about us."

LOS ANGELES—Severance benefits negotiated for the 350 members of Local 26
who will be laid off beginning next year as
a result of Max Factor's decision to leave
this area are "the best we could get under
the circumstances," according to chief
steward Bill Bouldin.
"The company demonstrated an extremely contemptuous attitude. They walked in
with a package worth $100,000 at best. We
succeeded in raising the total size of the
package to about $850,000 only because of
the persistence of the committee, and the
support of the local and the International.
It's still not what we need or deserve, but
we made some degree of progress."
Only those employees with five years
seniority or more are eligible for benefits.
The basic severance benefit is $110 for
every full year of seniority, plus an additional $100 for each full year from 16 to 25
and $200 for each full year over 25. A qua!-

.„
ified employee with 25 years of seniority
would therefore receive a benefit based on
25 years of seniority at $110 ($2,750), plus
10 years at $100 per year ($1,000), for a
total benefit of $3,750.
The company will provide full health and
welfare coverage for employees or their
dependents for three months, or until coverage is obtained through other employment. The agreement also provides for
100% vesting for all pension plan participants, and cash-out of unused sick leave
and vacation. The company also agreed to
assist its employees to find other jobs with
letters of recommendation, job fairs, etc.
The agreement was negotiated by a committee consisting of Local 26 President Joe
Ibarra, Bouldin, Dave Valle, Gerald Bushnell, Betty Hawkins, Steve Gray. International Secretary - Treasurer Curt McClain
and Research Director Barry Silverman
assisted.
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"The whole move by Max Factor is a cover
for bad management and bad corporate policy. It must look pretty good right now to the
people in North Carolina. All we can tell
them is to watch every move these people
make. Norton Simon doesn't care about your
community any more than they cared about
ours."
came a major grievance. There was a new
crew of supervisors who just kept pushing
and pushing and pushing, until they created a situation in which it was impossible
to produce a decent product. There was a
tremendous amount of waste, there were
days when we would dump more product
than we shipped."
Over the years "we tried to talk to
them," says safety committee chairman
Ed Daly. "We wanted to talk about the
whole problem, from labor - management
relations inside the plant to the state of
the whole company. We knew they were
in trouble—they were losing important customers like Sears, Thrifty and May Co.
because they just weren't delivering—and
we wanted to see if we couldn't help. But
they brushed us off."
"IT JUST WOULDN'T FLY"
As one vice-president of a rival corporation told the New York Times, "the very
aggressive marketing program (for Just
Call Me Maxi!) overburdened the manufacturing and distribution capacity of Max
Factor." Or, in the simpler words of Dave
Valle, "they pushed it too hard and it just
wouldn't fly."
The bottom fell out in the weeks just
before Christmas, 1977, when the stores
returned an estimated $7 million worth of
Just Call Me Maxi! The customers just
didn't like the scent, they said, and Sam
Kalish went out Mahoney's revolving door.
Compiling a record bettered only by
George Steinbrenner, Mahoney has dumped
five company presidents in the last eight
years. Each successive administration dug
the hole deeper. In 1979, Max Factor lost
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Local 142 honors Carl Damaso,
long-time president, on retirement
(The following resolution on the
retirement of Local 142 President
Carl Damaso was unanimously adopted by delegates to the union's fifteenth Biennial Convention, held in
Honolulu September 21-25.)
When Carl Damaso, our president since
1964 retires on December 31, 1981, he will
close out a 51-year career in service to the
working class.
Carl first came to Hawaii from San Felipe, Zambales, Philippines, as a contract
laborer on May 10, 1930, a boy of 14 years,
and he was assigned to the Olaa Sugar
Company (now Puna Sugar Co.). He remained at Olaa for four years, but in the
meantime, he was involved in a threemonth strike in 1934. Carl was blacklisted.
Following the Olaa experience, Carl
traveled to Maui, where he worked for a
year at the Wailuku Sugar Company before he was fired for union activities. He
remained out of work for a whole year
before he was hired in late 1936 by the
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company.
He became one of the leaders of Vibora
Luviminda, which was founded by Antonio
Fagel. This organization combined the
Filipino word for general—Vibora—and the
three main divisions of the Philippines—
Luzon, Visaya and Mindanao.
HC&S STRIKE
The strike at HC&S over wages and
working conditions began on April 20, 1937,
with 1,000 members of Vibora Luviminda
and the support of 2,000 other Filipino
laborers who had organized on Maui. The
strike lasted three months.
Government officials refused the use of
public buildings by the strikers for their
meetings; the Works Progress Administration (WPA) administrator helped to recruit scabs from the WPA ranks; the
plantation manager stationed machine
guns at the top of the hill to keep the
strikers at bay.
After the strike was broken. Carl went
to Molokai, hoping to get work at the pineapple plantation. However, he was thrown
out of the camp at Hoolehua. He spent six
months at Kaunakakai where he learned
to play pool well enough to earn a living.
He also fished and sold the fish he caught
to augment his pool earnings.
For the rest of 1938 and 1939, he was

Carl Damaso, retiring as President of
Local 142.
unemployed. No plantation would hire him.
The blacklist was in full force and effect.
After the war he began working for
Castle & Cooke Terminals. In the 1949
strike, he acted as interpreter for Harry
Bridges and other international officers
while he carried out his regular strike
duties as a picket captain.
In 1950 he was elected the business agent
for the longshore units on Oahu, a position
which he kept for 10 years. He was elected
Oahu Division Director and served from
1960 through 1963. He began his presidency
of this Local in January, 1964, the position
from which he will retire at the end of
1981.
UNSELFISH SERVICE
Throughout the years that Carl has been
in the labor movement, he has never forgotten that he is a product of the working
class. Everything he has done has been
in the interests of workers and their
families.
We salute Carl Damaso on the eve of his
retirement for his devoted service to the
workers of Hawaii, the members of ILWU
Local 142, and to the residents of this state
who have benefited from his leadership.
This Convention wishes our president a
happy retirement. We hope that he will
lend us a hand when we need that hand
in our future dealings with employers and
with our members.

Chief Dan George, actor, activist, dies at 82
VANCOUVER, BC — Chief Dan George,
longshoreman, actor, and advocate of Indian rights, died in his sleep September
23 at the age of 82.
Chief of the Tel-lal-watt tribe of the
Coast Salish nation, he was nominated for
an Academy Award for his role as Old
Lodge Skins in the 1970 movie "Little Big
Man." He won the New York Film Critics'
best supporting actor award for the role.
Chief George dedicated his career to
improving the lot of the Indians. His Oscar
nomination at the age of 71, he said,
achieved a goal he set for himself when
he took up acting — "to do something that
would give a name to the Indian people.
"I don't want Indians called second class
people any more," he said.
Chief George's first acting job came in
1961 when his son persuaded him to fill
in for an ailing actor on the Canadian television series "Cariboo County." He later
appeared in Walt Disney's "Smith," and
most recently in "Americathon."
ON VANCOUVER DOCKS
A native of North Vancouver, Chief
George worked as a longshoreman from
1920 until 1947 when he quit because of an
injury. He then did odd jobs. mostly in the
construction business.
In a 1971 Dispatcher interview, Chief
George said he took part in two waterfront
strikes in the 1920s, and joined the ILWU
soon after it was formed.
"I did belong to the ILWU and was with
them for quite a while," he said. "Your
union keeps up the traditions of our peo-

ple. We were the first longshoremen at
Moodyville (near Vancouver I, loading lumber on sailing boats. Quite a few of our
boys have been accepted in the ILWU.
The union looks after the native people in
the work their ancestors used to do."
Born July 24, 1899, Chief George leaves
over 40 grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.

Tony Gomez,
black-balled
shortstop
SAN FRANCISCO—"Some of my friends Solidarity Day
knew what I went through, but a lot of
It is said that we must have a sense of
them thought I never played pro because history to understand the present. Judging
I had to work. They wouldn't believe the from the miserable turnout of longshorereal reason."
men at the September 19 Solidarity Day
Barred from professional baseball be- demonstration, it seems that the only
cause of his color, former ILWU Local 10 sense of history we have is last week's
longshoreman and dispatcher Tony Gomez paycheck.
has only recently gotten some of the recogIt was a beautiful day for a demonstranition he deserves as an athlete.
tion. At first I felt proud and together with
He was named 1980 Good Guy of the th?. various groups present, but as time
Year by the Old Timers' Baseball Asso- went on I began to have a feeling of emciation of San Francisco, and featured last barrassment and a vague sense of hypocmonth in a California Living article, "Tony risy. Here were maybe 15,000 people from
Gomez Straddling The Color Line."
everywhere and from every organized and
"By all accounts," observed writer Le disorganized segment of our population.
Pacini, "Tony could hit, had great range How many ILWU members? The best
at shortstop, a tremendous arm, and was count I could get was 10, including Harry
fast and smart on the bases. A former Bridges and James Herman.
semi-pro teammate of Tony's described
Does our new contract make us immune
him as 'A Mexican Pete Rose. Always from what's going on? Is there a clause
comin' at You.'"
that protects us from Reagan? My feeling
Scouts, coaches, even opponents agree: is that the employers don't have to do a
"Given a chance, he would have made it damn thing to break our union. All they
to the top."
have to do is wait and watch us self"Ignorant people assumed he was a destruct.
Robert "Skip" Melcher
Negro, or wanted to believe he was, and
Local 10, Book 7435
he wouldn't assuage their own guilt by
'admitting' that he was really a Cuban
or an American Indian," wrote Pacini.
Political action
"So, ironically, while some blacks probaThe call for political action comes at a
bly slipped over baseball's 'color line' by time when we, the people, are being pushed
declaring themselves to be Latins, Tony to an extreme. It is imperative that we
Gomez, a pure Latin, was barred from weld our voices together into a loud roar.
baseball because it was thought he was
A contribution and persuasion of others
black."
can be one of the best moves you will ever
Gomez' considerable reputation was ac- make.
Frank J. Enright, Book 20747
quired on the fringes of the game, on semiLocal 34 (retired)
pro teams in San Francisco, Susanville,
Reno and Mexico City. The closest he got
to breaking into the big leagues was a Local 40, Portland
tryout with the San Francisco Seals in the
ILWU clerks' Local 40 is making peti1930s.
tions available for local union office be"TOO BLACK"
ginning Thursday, October 15, 1981. Those
petitions must be completed by Wednesplayer:
a
veteran
His greeting from
"Who the hell let this black bastard in?" day, November 11, 1981, at 8 p.m.
The Primary Election will be on NovemA few days later the manager made it
official: "Gomez, why don't you quit play- ber 23. 1981, with the General Election on
December 9. 1981. Both Primary and Gening ball. You're too black."
Elections will be conducted by mail
eral
and
my
life,
in
nts
disappointme
had
"I
I used to carry a little resentment," said ballot.
Offices to be filled are: President, Vicethe 65-year-old Gomez, "but I finally decided that I couldn't go around abusing President, Secretary -Treasurer / Business
people who had abused me. I just chose Agent, Recording Secretary, Sergeant-atArms, three (3) Trustees, six (6) Executo forget it."
Others didn't, however, which is a trib- tive Board members, two (2) Dispatchers,
one (1) Relief Dispatcher. four (4) LRC
ute to his immense courage and talent.
members and five (5) Grievance Committee members.

Local 35 'Spoilers' win

TRONA — The "Spoilers", most of
whom are members of ILWU chemical
workers 35, came through and won the
Searles Valley Merchants' Softball Tournament held here September 12-13. The
Spoilers won it on a 5 win, 1 loss record
for the entire tournament. Kenny Knowles
received the Most Valuable Player Award;
Melvin Quinton won the most Valuable
Pitcher trophy for the most innings
pitched and also for a two-hit shutout
early in the tournament.

Ship Clerks tee-off
SAN FRANCISCO — Local 34's annual
Ship Clerks Invitational Golf Tournament
and Awards Dinner will be held Saturday,
October 24 at the Sonoma National Golf
Club. Tee-off time will be from 9:30 am to
11:30 am. Dinner will be at 5:30 pm at the
club. For further information call Ray
Seeterlin (415) 865-3008 or Bob Lilleberg
(415) 349-2683.
Make checks payable to Ray Seeterlin,
1011 Taylor Avenue, Alameda, CA 94501.
Deadline for entry and payment is October 17.

Parks on port commission
Chief Dan George

Local 26, Los Angeles
Warehouse Local 26 will hold open nominations for all full-time executive board
and other positions between October 15 an
October 30. Elections will be held during
the week of December 7-11.

PORTLAND — ILWU Regional Director
G. Johnny Parks has been reappointed by
Governor Vic Atiyeh to a second four-year
term on the Port of Portland Commission.
Also reappointed was Joe Edgar, Secretary-treasurer of Teamsters Local 162.
The governor this year added a third appointee from organized labor to the ninemember port commission, Bill Fast,
Branch Agent of the Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association (MEBA).

Local 13, Wilmington
Results of the September 21 thru 23, 1981
run-off election are: Secretary-treasurer,
Richard Lomeli; day dispatchers: F. W.
"Bill" Von Nagel, "Big Ray" Ponce De
Leon, Steve Bebich, Jerry Zubela; night
dispatcher: Herman Moreno. Night BA is
J. M. Gyerman.
Ten caucus/convention delegates were
also elected—Norman G. Jorgensen, Paul
Loveridge, A. David Arian, Louie Rios,
Tony "Jay" Luera, Raul H. Olvera, Jack
Dillon, Lou Loveridge, A. Tony Salcido and
John Pandora.
Bruce Kreiger is the welfare officer and
trustee is Steve Matson Jr.

Local 40 to explain
welfare program changes
Clerks' local 40 has invited wives of
active members and wives and widows
of pensioners to a discussion of recent
changes in the ILWU-PMA welfare program Saturday, October 17 at 1 p.m.
ILWU-PMA Oregon Welfare Director
John Kallio is slated to explain changes
in the recently negotiated contract relating to hospital, medical, dental, vision care, life insurance and the pension
program.
In a letter mailed to the approximately 250 families involved, Local 40 Secretary-Treasurer Larry Clark said."Because you ladies are the ones who make
the appointments and pay the bills, we
think it appropriate you be as informed
as possible."
Because of limited seating space. recipients are asked not to bring children.
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Dispatcher interviews PATCO leader

The only issue is our right to sit down and bargain'
Lorne Mullick is head of Public Information Services for PATCO in the western United States. An air traffic controller
since 1970 he has worked at airfields all
over California, from Edwards Air Force
Base to the Bay Area traffic control center
in Fremont.

DIDN'T HAVE ANY CHOICE...
.
6HE
HE WAS GOING AGAINST THE LIGHT!

What's it like to be an air traffic controller?
It's like playing chess in three dimensions, with all
the pieces whipping around your playing surface at varying rates of speed, up to 600 miles an hour. They don't
sit there while you think about your next move. And
they've got hundreds of real live people in them at any
given moment.
Now imagine playing this game in the San Francisco
Bay Area, where you've got three major airports, every
possible kind of plane, to say nothing of military traffic
out of half a dozen bases in the area. Now add into this
the pilot of a small plane who needs a little extra help.
Or the pilot of a large plane who thinks he knows everything and wants to do it his way. Add on a little rain,
or fog, or any kind of questionable weather and you can
understand why things sometimes get a little tense. To
do the job properly and safely takes enormous concentration, it takes all your energy. Most people can't do it
for more than two hours without a good-sized break.

Didn't you guys make pretty good money,
even before the strike?
They throw around a figure of $30,000 per year. But
controllers start at $15,000 or less. It takes a controller
a minimum of seven years with a little luck, to get up to
$29,000 per year.
Under the old contract, we worked eight hour rotating
shifts. A controller has to expect to work swing or graveyard on a regular basis. They are assigned mandatory
overtime, up to 20 additional hours per week. Some of
that overtime is paid at less than the normal hourly
wage.
As far as fringes go, controllers pay one-third of their
own medical benefits, they have no dental or vision care
plan, and they pay a fee for life insurance benefits. They
pay a higher percentage into their own retirement fund
than most workers pay into social security.
And the irony is that nearly 90% of us never make it
to retirement. We burn out. Some can collect a 40% disability retirement. Most just burn out and quit.
Don't get it wrong. Most of the people love the work,
at least for a while. It's a tremendous responsibility, and
people want to do it right. But the government has
created a situation in which it's impossible to do the
work at all.

What are the major issues in this strike?
On one level, we can describe the issues as having
to do with the conditions I'm describing. We want to be
consulted, we want to have some input into this situation, we want to be treated like people.
What we are concerned about is to protect our members' health, and well-being and that of their families
and the travelling public. The current situation is intolerable. To ask for shortened hours, for example, is to
ask to make it possible for people who are absolutely
wiped out to recharge their batteries. To ask for a much
improved pension plan is to ask the FAA to give people
some incentive to stay in the industry. The gut issues,
for us are noneconomic in nature. They have to do with
the safety of the public and the health and welfare of
our membership, which we see as one and the same.
We want the FAA to stop shortchanging on manning,
on breaks and new equipment. In general, in the last
decade, there has been a terrible deterioration of conditions. They've gone, for example, from talking about
"safety requirement," to "staffing minima" to "staffing
guidelines." At the same time, they've got one supervisor or administrator for every three working controllers. It's become totally distorted.

Why was it so impossible to negotiate a
decent agreement?
That's the basic question we ask too. And its the only
issue now—do public workers have the right to sit down
and bargain? President Reagan and his administration
say no, and they're sending a very clear message to
every public worker in this country.

OVERKILL
We submitted our contract proposals, 99 of them, in
January, 1981, as soon as the President was inaugurated.
We tried to negotiate for some 27 weeks. During that
time we never met with the head of the FAA. President
Reagan didn't appoint anyone for several months, and
when he finally did, the guy went off to Europe to see
an airshow. We haven't seen him yet.
The FAA's attitude was that they would not negotiate
on any item outside the existing agreement, they
wouldn't talk about any "new issues." So we talked
about only four of the issues we had raised.
In the late spring, we gave him a 30-day strike notice.
Then there was at least a pretense of negotiations. Drew
Lewis, the Secretary of Transportation got involved. But
when you look at the $40 million "final offer" made by
the FAA, and do a little arithmetic, it turns out to be
worth in total no more than $2,300 in pay and benefits
for each of our 12,000 members over a three year period.
Virtually none of the demands which we had made in
terms of manning and other safety precautions were
addressed.

Why did you guys support Reagan in the
1980 election. Didn't you know he would
do you in?
Well, in hindsight you can say all kinds of things.
But we were coming off four years of Jimmy Carter and
his appointee, a joker named Langhorne Bond. The
groundwork for this strike was put down during those
four years.
Under Carter, the FAA simply wouldn't talk to us.
They did every possible thing to chintz on the system.
They eliminated manning, they built up a crazy 1-3 ratio
of supervisors to controllers. Bills signed into law during
the Nixon-Ford years to improve our situation were not
enforced. They cut back on mandatory checkups for
controllers. They refused to spend money to upgrade
facilities. There was terrible mismanagement under
Carter, really shameful. During three years, by the way,
our productivity was up by 55-60%.
So we talked to the Reagan people, and they said
"hey, we're with you." During the campaign Reagan spent
two hours with our President, Robert Poll, and made
all kinds of promises. He actually made a written pledge
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to "improve the deplorable state of our nation's air
traffic control system," in which "too few people are
working unreasonable hours with obsolete equipment."
Reagan acknowledges at that time that the system
"placed the nation's air controllers in unwarranted
danger."
So after four years of Carter, this looked good. Sure
he did us in. We just made the mistake of taking him
at his word.

The media would lead us to believe that
the strike is over. How's it really going?
Actually, pretty well, under the circumstances. Our
people have nothing left to lose. We can't even crawl
back to work because we're all fired.
These are people who were driven to the edge of
desperation by the conditions under which we worked,
and by our inability to influence those conditions. The
way things were headed, there's not much future in
being an air controller. This strike was an effort to change
that system, to bring some stability and sanity into a
very dangerous and crazy situation.
We're solid. Our members are on the picket lines.
There's nothing else he can do to us.
Now, I suppose they can make it work. If they're
lucky they won't have a serious or a very large accident.
They can train a lot of new controllers over the next
few years and perhaps people will temporarily forget
about this strike. But they have to reverse the direction
of the whole system. They've got to change the conditions that put us out on the bricks in the first place.
Otherwise they'll have to fire this new bunch in five or
six years when they get burned out and desperate.

The media also makes it look as though
the airlines were doing fine without you.
What's your information?
We know the job. We know that you can't take military controllers, supervisors, retirees and other people
who are willing to scab and expect them to put six days
a week into this job. They can keep it up for a month
or two, perhaps, but not much longer. As I said, there's
a very large burnout factor in this job. They're training
people in seven days, when the training should take six
months.
By taking controllers away from the military they've
hurt our defense capability very greatly. They're doing
in the commuter airlines, general aviation and corporate
travelers. They're claiming that they've had to been able
to keep 75% of commercial flights in the air but that's
a distortion. It's more like 75% of their original projection of 85% of normal operation. As the burnout hits,
they'll be down to 50% of normal. You don't feel it so
much out here on the west coast because the weather is
fairly good, year-round. But back east when the real bad
weather starts, you're going to have an impossible situation.
There have already been two major accidents, one in
San Jose, the other in New Jersey. I can't say that they
happened because of the lockout of the controllers, but
I can say this for sure: those accidents would, not have
happened if our members had been on the job. Drew
Lewis says that if he feels the system is unsafe he'll
shut it all down rather than negotiate with us. What
we'd like to ask him is this—how many more people
are going to die before he realizes the corner he's painted
himself into?
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business
as usual
Ti▪ me to gang up
on the fat kid
SAN FRANCISCO — "I've always said
it's not a question of winning or losing,"
remarked Chamber of Commerce Vice
President for membership Thomas Donahue. "It's who's got the fat kid on his
side of the seesaw."
Espousing this philosophy and practicing it with increased fervor, funds and
flamboyance, the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States has itself become the Part of the crowd of 300 delegates who attended ILWU Pacific Coast Pensioners Association convention Septem"fat kid" of American business.
ber 21-23. At right, Local 13 pensioner chick Loveridge, PATCO representatives Frank Tyas and Tom Snyder, PCPA
Long a formidable opponent of organ- President Gordon Giblin.
ized labor, the Chamber has been throwing its weight around in so many areas
over the last few years that the need for
union counter measures — such as the
ILWU's newly-established Political Action
ANDERSON, Calif.—Some 300 members "this convention be thought of as a would be useless. "People seem to think
Fund — has become all the more critical.
of
the ILWU Pacific Coast Pensioners As- turning point for the PCPA. We should that this will make us all disappear."
ChamMost recently, for example, the
His confidence was echoed by fellow
ber's diversified pressure campaign was sociation held their 14th annual convention go into high gear. Only the trade unions
problems
resolve
the
will
be
to
many
striker
Torn Snyder. "We are going to
here
at
the
Shasta
County
Fairgrounds
able
largely credited with squashing Congressional opposition to President Reagan's September 21-23. The hobo-style conven- that face us in the US, and can lead a win," Snyder said. "They can't operate
the system without us. Their statements
tion, as usual, featured debates and discus- real offensive against Reagan."
pro-rich tax and budget proposals.
A featured speaker was Frank Tyas, about how safe the airways are and how
sions on many issues of interest as well as
NOT JUST A LOBBY
Under the leadership of Richard Lesher, plenty of time for chewing the fat with representing the Sacramento chapter of much work they're doing are not true. We
the Professional Air Controllers Organiza- will win!"
the Chamber has strived to be not just old friends.
Their remarks were extremely well reThe Convention was dedicated to the tion. After describing the issues in the
a lobby, but a mass movement dedicated
ceived.
PCPA delegates voted a resoluinterview,
page
9)
Tyas
thanked
strike
(see
active
pensioner
Fred
Hendricks,
an
late
to preserving the American economic system. "I believed that if any organization from Local 10, San Francisco, who died the ILWU for its past moral and financial tion of complete support to PATCO, pledgsupport, and for providing waterfront work ing to assist in any way possible. A tarhad the potential to turn this country last month.
wherever possible. President Reagan's paulin muster raised a donation of $284.75.
order,
PCPA
Caning
the
delegates
to
socialism,"
toward
drift
its
away from
President Gordon Giblin suggested that efforts to decertify PATCO, he warned, last month after a long illness.
said Lesher, "this was the institution."
Major resolutions included:
Lesher broadened the Chamber's grass
root network in 1977 by introducing Citi•Plans for a stepped up organizing
zen's Choice, a "public interest" lobby
campaign among retirees from the ILWU
which reportedly reaches out to over
longshore division;
76,000 people who can now participate in
•Opposition to legislation sponsored by
Chamber activities even though they aren't
Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-SC) to extend
affiliated with either a local chamber or
the Hobbs Act and its penalties to include
a business group. (Only organizations and
labor disputes. This amendment means
businesses can join the Chamber itself.)
that a striking worker involved in a picketStill relying on time-tested lobbying
line scuffle, or whose words or gestures
methods, the Chamber has increased
are perceived as threatening, could be
from 1,400 to 2,700 its number of Congreshauled into court by federal prosecutors.
sional Action Committees. Each is com•Support for the campaign for reparaposed of about 20 businessmen who have
tions for Japanese-Americans and Aleuts
Congresswith
their
personal influence
who were placed in concentration camps
men.
during
World War II.
carrying
However, the Chamber also is
In
support of a national health care
•
the cause of business advocacy into the
plan
and
containing medical costs.
courtroom through a small public interper year increase in per capita
A
$1
•
ago.
years
formed
three
firm
law
est
to the PCPA.
But perhaps the most significant of the
Chamber's new non-lobbying activities is
•Opposing the Reagan administration's
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Pensioners in successful convention

Dockers, widows on pension list
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Local 50 holds 'biggest and best' Labor Day picnic
ASTOR1A—A record crowd from near and far combined with a perfect September day to make ILWU
Local 50's annual Labor Day picnic at Cullaby Lake
"the biggest and best ever."
The happy crowd-1750 by actual count—of ILWU
members, pensioners, auxiliary members and friends
consumed literally tons of salmon, hot dogs and beer,
not to mention salads and desserts galore brought to
the groaning boards by longshore wives, and Yvonne
Larson's famous baked beans and hot sauce prepared
from her own secret recipe.
They came from Portland, Vancouver and Longview as well as Astoria. Fourteen people, including
Randy and Jacque Vekich, came in from Aberdeen;
Coast Committeeman Dick Wise from San Francisco:
walking boss Joe Flischer, who retired after 44 years
of service on the waterfront in San Pedro; Tony Machado, who helps park trailers at PCPA conventions
in Anderson (and told a credulous reporter he is 91),
from Stockton.
Games and boat rides on the sparkling blue bosom
of the lake kept the children occupied. There was a
horseshoe tournament and bingo under a cargo tent.
Local 50 president Chuck McBride, a skilled raconteur who served as Emcee, enlivened the day with a
witty recital of events, including the drawing for
prizes donated by local merchants. Ron Biddle headed
up a large and energetic picnic committee.

Reagan slashes
TRA benefits
The modest benefits paid to American
workers whose jobs are lost or whose
hours are cut back because of increased
imports have fallen victim to the Reagan
administration's free swinging attack on
virtually all forms of social spending.
Some 100,000 workers are now drawing
such Trade Readjustment Assistance
(TRA) benefits. The program, created under the Trade Act of 1974, provides 70%
of lost wages up to a ceiling equal to the
average factory wage in the US—currently
$289 per week. Several thousand ILWU
members—mainly agricultural workers in
Hawaii and manufacturing and production
workers in Northern California—have been
covered at one time or another.
TRA benefits will be reduced by an average of more than $100 per week effective
October 1. The cutbacks will take the following form:
•_The federal benefits, which were
originally designed to supplement state unemployment insurance benefits for workers whose jobs are affected by increased
import competition, will now be determined by each state's unemployment insurance program.
•The number of workers entitled to
even reduced TRA benefits will be cut
back later this year. Workers seeking certification for payments after December 13
will have to demonstrate that imports are
a "substantial cause" for their unemployment instead of imports having "contributed substantially" to job loss.
•Further, TRA benefits will not be limited to 52 weeks, including the weeks of
unemployment insurance compensation.
TRA claimants will now have to make a
special effort to find work, including looking for other kinds of work which might
be at a lower rate of pay. Additional now
TRA benefits paid to workers 60 years of
age or older at the time of separation will
stop.
CALIFORNIA
In California, the Employment Development Department has announced a sharp
reduction in benefits necessitated by the
Administration's changes in the federal
budget. TRA weekly benefits of $289 will
now be the same as unemployment insurance benefits, a maximum of $130 weekly,
and they will not be paid until after a
worker has exhausted his unemployment
benefits — a maximum of 26 weeks.
The reduction in benefits mandated by
changes in Federal law will apply to existing TRA claims as well as new claims
filed on and after October 4, 1981. As a
result, TRA benefits currently being paid
to claimants will be suspended, reduced,
or stopped on that date.
Welcome to the world of Reaganomics!
—ILWU Research Department

Local 50's Labor Day picnic committee. Ron Biddle, in checked shirt at far right, was chairman.
—photos by Jim Foster
Behind him, local president Chuck McBride.

San Francisco elections
Following are the recommendations of the ILWU Joint Legislative Committee for the November municipal elections.
Mary CALLAHAN

TREASURER
CITY ATTORNEY

George AGNOST
YES

PROPOSMON A

Shall the Airports Commission have authority, without voter approval, to
issue airport revenue bonds subject to approval, amendment or rejection
by the Board of Supervisors?

YES

PROPOSITION B

Shall Cable Car fares be allowed to differ from the fares set for other
types of Municipal Railway equipment?

YES

PROPOSITION C

Shall the school district and community college district pay for their share
of disability benefits and costs of administration?

YES

PROPOSITION D

Shall the Board of Supervisors have power to provide by ordinance for
payment of benefits to surviving dependents of assassinated elected public
officials?

YES

PROPOSITION E

Shall retirement allowances of miscellaneous employees who retired prior
to July 2, 1980 be increased by $25.00 per month?

YES

PROPOSITION F

Shall the Board of Supervisors fix compensation, conditions and benefits
of employment for registered nurses not in excess of the highest public or
private rate in the designated Bay Area Counties?

NO

PROPOSITION H
Shall the Director of Public Health have power to appoint an administrator
and four deputy directors exempt from civil service and shall the administrator of San Francisco General Hospital have power to appoint four civil
service-exempt associate administrators?

NO

PROPOSITION I
Shall the Art Commission have power to appoint an executive director who
shall be the administrative head of the department with authority to appoint
civil service-exempt curators, artists, technicians and specialists?

NO

PROPOSITION J
Shall the Sheriff have the power to appoint and remove one assistant
sheriff?

YES

PROPOSITION K

Shall all Charter references to a 25% property tax assessed value be
changed to 100% assessed value to conform to a change in State law?

YES

PROPOSITION L

Shall all contracts, purchase orders, expenditures for public works and bids
for public works be increased from two thousand to fifteen thousand dollars
before requiring approval of the Chief Administrative Officer?

NO

PROPOSITION M
Shall authority be delegated to department heads to approve modifications
to city contracts and allow work days to exceed eight hours in city public
work contracts?

YES

PROPOSITION N

Shall committees of boards and commissions be allowed to have closed
sessions with labor representatives regarding wages, hours and conditions
of employment?

NO

PROPOSITION 0
Shall the supervisors elect a member as president of the Board on January
8, 1982 for a one-year term and elect a member for a two-year term in
January 1983 and every second year thereafter?

YES

PROPOSITION P

Shall the initiative ordinance regulating motor vehicles for hire, including
taxicabs, be repealed as of June 1, 1982 and authority given to the Board
of Supervisors to regulate same by ordinance?

YES

PROPOSITION 0

Shall a schedule of compensation based upon the last demand of employees represented by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
Local No. 6, be approved?

PROPOSITION R

NO RECOMMENDATION

Policy statement as to events in Northern Ireland.

Users fees threat
to commerce
ABERDEEN — The entire system of
waterborne commerce in the US would
be thrown into turmoil if the Administration proposal to recover the costs of harbor dredging by the Corps of Army Engineers is put into effect. This is the firm
belief of Paul Curtis of Local 24.
The costs for more than 150 years traditionally have been financed through federal funding.
Curtis, who testified in behalf of his
own local and the Puget Sound Council at
a hearing on the subject in Vancouver
(see The Dispatcher September 4) charges
that the change-over advocated by Reagan would "jeopardize existing ongoing
shoreside capital improvements, including
those at Grays Harbor, ITT Rayonier,
Roderick Timber Co. and Weyerhaeuser."
Present funding levels, he says, "remain
inadequate to bring our navigation system
up to par with natural deepwater ports"
but "we manage to serve the needs of
Olympic Peninsula logging and timber
companies, as other Northwest ports serve
the farmers of Montana and Idaho who
ship their grain by barge, and miners in
Wyoming who ship coal by rail to oceanside facilities for export overseas."
The effort is part of the 95% of international trade that moves through US
ports.
The maritime industry in the Grays
Harbor area alone, according to Curtis, is
directly responsible for 20% of the employment. The loss of any port and "subsequent domino effect" on jobs and revenue
and "the effect on the economy and balance of trade would be devastating."
He points out that any change from the
present funding system "would probably
force the closure of the river ports, and
smaller ports which require extensive
dredging to maintain their channels.

Attention
KQED members
Local 6 Business Agent Abba Ramos
has joined a slate of candidates from
a broad group of community organizations as a candidate for the KQED
Channel 9 Board of Directors.
The coalition is demanding more local
programming — more labor programming in particular — on San Francisco's public television station. Other
candidates include representatives of
the AFL-CIO Labor Council, along with
minority, church and senior citizen
groups.
Ramos, who was nominated by the
Northern California District Council
will be a voice for increased labor participation in this powerful medium. If
you want to help, call him at 658-5605,
or call coalition steering committee
member Al Lannon at 621-7326.

•
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Longshore death benefits

New beneficiary
designationforms
now available
The July 1, 1981 Memorandum of Understanding makes the following changes in
ILWU-PMA Welfare Plan Death, Accidental Death and Accidental Dismemberment
benefits for eligible active longshoremen,
effective July 1, 1981:
•Program III has been discontinued.
* All death benefits for eligible active
longshoremen are now included in Program I. Program I benefits have been increased from $3,000 Death and $3,000 Accidental Death and Dismemberment ( AD&D)
to $25,000 Death and $25,000 AD&D. The
Program III restrictions with respect to
designation of beneficiaries have been
eliminated.
The trustees have agreed that existing
Designee Forms will continue to be used
unless replaced by a new form. This
means that, in the absence of a new designation, the $25,000 Program I benefits
will be paid to the person or persons
named on the existing Designee Form as
Program I beneficiary. Beneficiary designations for discontinued Program III extended benefits are void.
Because of these changes, active longshoremen may wish to redesignate their
Program I beneficiaries. A new Beneficiary Designation Form has been established for use by all eligibles, and a supply of the new forms has been sent to each
local. A new form need not be completed
if there is no change in the Program I
beneficiary designation.

e m69
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How to help 1LWU Political Action Fund
The International Union has
established an "ILWU International
Political Action Fund," supported by
the voluntary contribution of $1
per year by the active and retired
members of the ILWU.
These contributions by ILWU
members will strengthen
considrably the effectiveness of
the Union's political effort. The
assistance and cooperation of each
and every local is essential and
deeply appreciated.
Contributions will be solicited
during the last quarter of each
calendar year for use during the
next calendar year.
ILWU members, both active and
retired, are asked to make Political
Action Fund contributions directly
to the local of which they are or
were a member.
The International will provide
each local with a supply of Political
Action Fund buttons, the first of
which will be available around the
middle of October. The local will
hand them out to each person

making a contribution to the Fund.
The local may, at its option, record
such a contribution in the
members' dues book.
Within fifteen days of the end of
each month, the locals shall forward
to the International, by way of a
check made out to the "ILWU
International Political Action Fund,"
the contributions received the
previous month. Such checks must
be separate from the local's per
capita payments to the International.
The money thus collected will be
disbursed by the titled officers for
the purpose of "political education,
voter registration, legislative
activities,contributions to candidates
for public office, and other such
purposes consistent with the goals
of the International," as set forth in
Article X, Section 2 of the International Union Constitution. Reports
on the status of the Fund and the
uses to which the contributions are
put will be made to the International
Executive Board.

Guilty verdict in
Domingo-Viernes
murder trial
SEATTLE—Two men were found guilty
last month of the June 1 murders of
ILWU Local 37 secretary-treasurer Slime
Domingo and Dispatcher Gene Viernes.
After an emotional and dramatic sixweek trial, Pompey° Benito Guloy, 22,
and -Jimmy Bulosan Ramil, 20, were
found guilty of aggravated first-degree
murder—meaning killing for hire or as
the result of a conspiracy—the penalty
for which is life in prison without possibility of parole. Attorneys for both men
said they would file an appeal.
A gang known as Tulisan, meaning
"bandits," emerged in the trial as the
force behind a scheme to control gambling in Seattle's International District
and in the Alaska canneries. The jury
heard testimony that linked Ramil and
Guloy to Fortunado (Tony) Dictado, the
alleged leader of the gang, in a plan to
control gambling profits Dictado has also
been charged with murder, and his trial
begins October 26.

Local 6 victories

Big new pacts
at Marsquare
and ingrid, ltd.

CANADA CAUCUS—With their longshore agreement expiring at the end of
this year delegates to the ILWU Canadian Area Caucus met at the Coach
House Inn, North Vancouver, on September 28-October 2 to develop a set of
demands and prepare strategy for bargaining with the British Columbia Maritime Employers' Association. Canadian Area President Don Garcia will head
—photo by Sean Griffen
the ILWU bargaining team.

Med fly fumigant seen a s cause of cancer, sterility
Continued from Page 5—
experiment with EDB which also caused
a high rate of cancer in animals. Since
most chemicals which cause cancer in
humans also cause cancer in animals, it
is only safe to assume that EDB may also
cause cancer in humans.
A separate study of workers in which
sperm samples were taken indicates that
EDB may also cause sterility (reduced
sperm count) at exposure levels as low
as one-half of a part per million or 500
parts per billion. This finding is substantiated by animal experiments in which
EDB caused degeneration of the testes, abnormal sperm, and reduced sperm counts.
Other studies have further linked EDB
to birth defects and miscarriages.
Although extremely toxic by itself, EDB
is even more toxic combined with other
substances. An experiment funded by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) in which animals
were exposed to EDB and disulfiram
showed that over 95% of the animals died
from cancer. Disulfiram, commonly known
as Antabuse, is a chemical used to treat
alcoholism. Since thiram, a pesticide, is
very similar to Antabuse, a very high risk
of cancer may also result from an EDB-

thiram combination. Workers who are
using Antabuse or have been exposed to
thiram must not be exposed to EDB. it is
unknown how EDB reacts with other
chemicals and medications.
OSHA LIMITS
The current Federal-OSHA exposure limit to EDB is 20 parts per million—twice
the level which produced cancer in 40%
of the test animals. As a result of the
wide-spread fumigation and worker exposure, and due to the toxic properties of
EDB, the California Division of Occupational Safety and Health IDOSH) proposed
in early August an emergency temporary
standard for EDB of 15 parts per billion
(ppb) — a reduction of over one thousand
fold.
The Cal-OSHA Standards Board unanimously approved the proposed standard
and then submitted it to the Office of Administrative Law OAL), which must approve all state regulations. OAL rejected
the standard claiming that: (1) no emergency existed; (2) the standard was lower
than the level necessary to protect workers; and (3) agriculture and industry could
not meet the 15 ppb level.
On August 31, DOSH submitted a revised

*
standard of 130 ppb, a level that NIOSH
had recommended in 1977 before the extreme toxicity of EDB was known. The
Cal-OSHA Standards Board approved the
revised standard, and in late September
it was submitted to OAL for approval.
As of press time, OAL had not acted on
the revised standard. Officials of DOSH
have stated that they only consider the
130 ppb level temporary, and that a permanent standard should be even lower to
protect workers. Federal-OSHA, which has
jurisdiction aboard vessels (DOSH has jurisdiction on the docks) has not taken any
action to reduce their exposure limit from
20 ppm.
Under the Carter Administration, the
Environmental Protection Agency, which
regulates pesticide use, proposed to ban
the use of EDB as a post-harvest fumigant. Their rationale was that the continued use of EDB as a post-harvest fumigant was too great of risk of cancer, mutations and reproductive disorders for workers and consumers who eat the treated
commodities.
Under the Reagan Administration, however, there are indications from Washington that the EPA will not ban the use of
EDB as a post-harvest fumigant.

SAN FRANCISCO — The fact that ILWU
Local 6 members at Marsquare International, Inc., have seen their wages go
from $3.25 per hour to $10.22 since they
were first organized in 1978 is a tribute
to their dogged insistence of real union
representation.
The story goes back to 1978 when Marsquare employees voted for Local 6 representation. The company immediately
claimed that the place was too small and
that they would have to move to another
warehouse outside ILWU jurisdiction.
"At that time, they were making just
$3.25 per hour," recalls BA Joe Figueiredo. "We negotiated an agreement raising
wages to $5.50 plus a severance benefit.
We also won an agreement that if they
re-established an independent warehouse
anywhere in Northern California, Local 6
would be recognized as the bargaining
unit."
Six months later, Marsquare was back
in their old shop, and once again a new
contract was negotiated.
A new contract negotiated last month
raises wages by $1—to $10.25—during the
first year and by 50o during the second
year, plus the COLA increase provided in
the master agreement. The new contract
also provides a $5,000 life-insurance policy
plus the addition of dental care to the basic Local 6 health and welfare program.
New language also provides severance
pay and other protections against any possibility of closure or relocation.
The committee consisted of Figueiredo
and Charles Wong.
INGRID PACT
Local 6 members at Ingrid Ltd., in Daly
City have accepted a two-year contract
which provides a total wage increase of
$2. This agreement also provides for the
inclusion of dental care in the overall
health and welfare package. Wages at
ingrid, which stood at $3.25 when the
plant was organized are now up to $8.
The committee consisted of Amandea
Meharet and BA Figueiredo.

